Summer 2015
President’s Letter

By Dale P. Woolridge, MD, PhD, FACEP

I am excited to serve as your President and look forward to working with you all throughout the year. We
recently met for our annual retreat in Prescott. As always, it is great to gather to discuss our specialty and
socialize with good friends. Out of many great experiences during the retreat, I can now say that I ate lunch
at the oldest saloon in Arizona!
The honored guest at the retreat was Dr. Jay Kaplan,
our national President-elect for ACEP. Dr. Kaplan
spoke to our members regarding physician wellness and
building a team in the emergency department setting. Above all, he delivered a very informative update
on current activities within ACEP at the national level. This year’s retreat was also remarkable for the number of residents in attendance; residents from all four
emergency medicine programs in Arizona! These residents were treated to a private round table discussion
with Dr. Kaplan to discuss careers, training and the future of our specialty.
Thank you to everyone who took time from their busy
lives to make the meeting and helped us plan out our
priorities for the upcoming year. Resolutions during
the retreat included an ongoing:


Commitment to our annual “Legislative ED Doc of
the Day”
 Commitment to our annual LLSA review
 Dedication to promote GME funding and educational opportunities for residents in AZ
 Commitment to continue the annual Residency
Seed Grant Project
 CME for upcoming retreat events
 Encourage more rural membership and develop
better ways to engage possible members within our
state and residency programs
Unfortunately for us, we received the retirement announcement of Rich Bitner JD, our tireless representative at the legislature. I would like to openly thank
Rich for all the work he has done for our chapter over

the last 20+ years. Rich will be stepping away ‘with a
bang’ having just informed the board that the
5% AHCCCS provider payment cuts called for in the Arizona budget bills were canceled. Rich will be retiring at

the end of the calendar year. The board has therefore
created a sub-committee and will be actively searching
for a replacement and a seamless transition. Congratulations Rich and thank you. Enjoy your retirement –
well deserved.
As a state chapter we are doing great. We are financially sound, have a great executive director in Stephanie. We will continue to fight for issues important to
emergency physicians and our profession. We will
continue to oppose legislation that dilutes board certification and reduction in compensation for specific diagnoses that are deemed non-emergent for Medicaid patients. We will continue to focus on psychiatric care
within the emergency department and join multidisciplinary teams to educate and hopefully work toward a solution of prolonged psychiatric boarding within the ED. The board has three sub-committees: Advocacy, Education, Outreach/Membership, each with open
agenda and very welcoming of full member participation. I encourage all of our chapter members to become
involved.
I look forward to an exciting year working with all of
you.
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ITLS
ITLS (International Trauma Life Support) had another
great conference in Laughlin, Nevada this past October.
It was our sixth annual Emergency Medical Care in the
21st Century/ITLS on the River conference with our new
“dual-track” format that included a lecture track in addition to our provider course. We enjoyed over 100 students, faculty, sponsors, and volunteers. The reviews
were fabulous! A special thanks to our own board member, Dr. Franco Castro-Marin for his talk on spinal motion restriction in trauma.
We had a few trauma centers represented, but hope to get
all the Level I Trauma Centers represented next year.
Having all the newly-designated level II, III, and IV trauma centers would be great to have as vendors. My brothers in the US Navy were represented by a recruiter, and
we are looking forward to adding the Army Reserve/
Army National Guard as well as the US Air Force recruiters this year. Our vendors and sponsors were, as
always, great and generous in their support. Without all
our volunteers and sponsors, we would never be able to
provide such great education for our students.
Our dates have been set for this year, so please mark
your calendars. In the fall of 2015, our conference will
be held Sunday OCT 4th- Wednesday OCT 7th. Please
keep these dates in mind and try to encourage your staff
to attend, especially the newly designated trauma centers
where the staff needs the trauma education. We will be
adding a new “rapid-fire” series of lectures, in addition
to the usual lectures. Our own Dr. TK Kelly, medical
director for Eagle Air, will be speaking and Eagle Air
will be our main sponsor for the course, with Phoenix
Children’s Hospital sponsoring our pediatric course.
Thanks for their support!
Although initially designed as a pre-hospital course,
more and more ED nurses and techs are taking the class.
All have found it extremely useful for triage nurses and
techs to be prepared for “walk-in” traumas that present
frequently to the ED. Please encourage your nurses and
techs to attend (some ED groups sponsor a nurse or two).
Also, we encourage EMS leaders to attend the lecture
course, especially those from the rural areas. For more
information on attending or becoming a sponsor or for a
downloadable registration form, go to our website at:
www.itlsaz.org or email us at itlsaz@gmail.com.
Brad Butler, MD, FACEP
CDR MC, USN
Medical Director
Arizona ITLS
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Kingman Regional Medical Center
Residency Update
By Krista Walker, DO
It’s beginning to look a lot like summer here in the high desert
of Northern Arizona at Kingman Regional Medical Center.
With the change in seasons come changes in our program as
well. We are sad to be seeing our former AzCEP representative, Dr. Toyo Trenou, leave our program, but we join with
him in celebration as he graduates and takes a position in
Phoenix at Banner’s Del Webb beginning in July. We are also
pleased to see our other seniors signing contracts and settling
down including our Chief, Dr. Jacob Pluid, who has committed to a hospital in Spokane, Washington and our always admired Dr. Winston Willis who is looking to practice rural EM
out West.
Saying goodbye to our seniors means that we’re also getting
ready to say hello to our new residents. These include Elisha
Bremmer, Hee Sun Choi, Jeremy Curtis, Brian Jahnny, and
Sarah Roth. Along with our new residents, we’re happy to be
welcoming some new attending physicians to our Emergency
Medicine program. We are looking forward to getting to
know this stellar group of people and welcome them into our
KRMC family!
At the beginning of June we enjoyed a memorable road trip to
Prescott as eight of our residents and our program director, Dr.
Michael Sheehy, DO, FACEP, attended the 2015 AzCEP
Summer Retreat. We had a great time getting to know people
from other residency programs across Arizona and were privileged to hear from the President-elect of ACEP, Dr. Jay
Kaplan. It was a surreal experience to find ourselves seated
with these pillars of the Emergency Medicine community. We
again were reminded what a
great heritage of
service we have
as Emergency
Physicians, and
as a program we
are thrilled for
the future of our
specialty
and
the legacy that
we have to uphold.
On a final note, Dr. Sheehy not only encourages us to push
ourselves and do our best, he also teaches by example and
continually challenges himself; balancing both work and a
healthy obsession with cycling. This was most recently evidenced by his participation in the Iron Horse Bicycle Classic
that was held in Durango, Colorado May 22 – 25. This bicycle
race included a time trial, a road race over a snowy pass and a
mountain bike cross country race.
Like Dr. Sheehy, we will continue to pedal onward and look
forward to hearing from all of our friends in AzCEP. Here’s
wishing you the best from Kingman as we embark on a new
academic year!
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BANNER UNIVERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
RESIDENT’S COLUMN
By Phillip Hoverstadt, MD

As the end of the academic year draws near, the University of Arizona program bids its bittersweet farewell to the graduating
seniors of 2015, seventeen wonderful individuals, mentors, and friends. On all accounts, a time of change for the department as
the seniors embark upon their next great journeys, the current interns and juniors at the cusp of assuming their new roles and
responsibilities, and the department as a whole, awaiting the arrival of seventeen new, talented folks to our ever-growing family.
This year we celebrated the achievements of our faculty, staff, and residents at the Westward Look Wyndham Grand Resort
and Spa, a beautiful locale buttressing against the Catalina Mountains. The warmth of June in Tucson was reflected upon the
content faces of so many friends and family members, overjoyed at the successes of their loved ones. Our seniors have had the
good fortune of being accepted to successful groups throughout the country, including California, Oregon, Washington, Colorado, Utah, Arizona, Alabama, and Maryland. Fortunate for the department, three of our beloved residents will remain with us as
junior faculty, continuing the tradition of excellence within our program.
Speaking of excellence, this year, our department submitted an impressive 17 abstracts to the SAEM conference. The showing at San Diego, surpassed expectations, with the University program residents and faculty displaying a culmination
of countless hours of dedicated, and intellectual effort. Too, this year we had an
exciting AzCEP retreat in Prescott, Arizona. The discussions directed by leading
physicians, including the current ACEP president Dr. Jay Kaplan, were invigorating to say the least. Discussing salient topics with fellow residents throughout the
state, was a pervasive reminder of just how much can be accomplished when
working together for the collective benefit of our profession, and the patients we
care for. Below is a group photo (less a few folks). As you can see, we had an
excellent turnout.
As the summer heat sets in, the University of Arizona Emergency Medicine Residency Program stands tall, ready to take on
another year of training tomorrow’s physicians and advancing emergency care to the people of Southern Arizona.

ACEP Legislative and Advocacy Wrap-up
By Sara Paradise, PGY1

This year, I had the honor of attending the ACEP Leadership and Advocacy Conference (LAC) as Banner University Medical
Center-Tucson’s newest AzCEP representative. This is a special 4-day event that provides an introduction to health policy,
breakout sessions focusing on trending issues in our specialty, a “day on the hill”, and plenty of time for networking in between. It is a large yet intimate affair, and almost all seasoned emergency docs present described it as their very favorite conference of the year.
My personal background in health policy is not long, nor impressive. I gained much of my early knowledge of politics based
on a weeklong civics course in high school and my Netflix obsession with House of Cards. Then, my 4 th year of medical
school at George Washington in D.C., I stumbled across the ACEP offices and landed a month-long internship. While there,
not only was I the only (future) doctor at most of the meetings and events I attended, but people were highly interested and
curious of my humble opinion.
Fast-forward to May 2015 where myself, Don Lauer of St. Joseph’s-Phoenix, Steve Maher of Mayo, Linda Assam of Casa
Grande, PGY1 Nicole Hodgson of Maricopa all attended the LAC in Washington, D.C. Determined to represent our colleagues well, during the conference’s final “Day on the Hill”, we lobbied with
the offices of McCain, Flake, Sinema, Grijalva, Gallego, and Kirkpatrick. We
discussed an agenda influenced by ACEP with our own personal touches: Thank
you for the SGR repeal, mental health boarding, and support for EMTALA liability protection, to name a few.
Unfortunately, there is much more work to be done. Those people writing our
practices and policies are certainly not physicians, and the more we are involved
the more we will shape the future. Residents be sure to check out the ACEP
health policy mini-fellowship that is available and get involved with AzCEP.
Also, I am hoping we can generate even more buzz as the Arizona College of
Emergency Physicians, especially those of you who work in smaller, rural settings and tend to be underrepresented. Save the date: May 15-18th, 2016 in
Washington, D.C.!
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Banner UMC South Campus Resident’s Corner
By Michael Minckler, MD

Greetings from Southern Arizona. We are gearing up
for the next academic year here at Banner University
Medical Center South and would like to welcome the
new interns to our program. Our chiefs have an excellent orientation program planned that will get our new
classmates ready for the beginning of their journey as
EM physicians.
With the new beginnings that mid-summer brings it
also brings the close of our Senior class’s chapter as
residents. It was great to get to know this stellar group
and they will be missed. We would like to thank them
for being excellent role models and teachers for the
more junior residents in our program. Graduating Chief
John Rosell says that, “I will be looking forward to recovering from extreme sleep deprivation, catching up
with friends and family, and looking forward to the
journey of practicing medicine on my own.” Graduating Senior Jordan Singleton states that, “When I started
residency it felt never ending. And then suddenly it’s
ending and life becomes beautiful and scary at once.”
Our program’s medical device inventor Sean Murphy
is coming off a strong performance at his tech-startup
internship program. Triomi, his company, has developed a next generation EKG machine that is ready for
market. With a distributor already in place they are currently looking for investors. Be sure to email him at
smurphy@aemrc.arizona.edu if you are interested.
Thanks for catching up with South Campus be sure to
have a great and fun-filled summer.

Congratulations to...
Gary Figge, MD, FACEP, who is a newly appointed
Arizona Medical Board member! It’s wonderful to
have EM represented.

Summer 2015
Hospital Quality Foundation
We are founding Board members of the Hospital
Quality Foundation, a not-for-profit education and
research organization focused on rigorous peer discussion and improvement of hospital-based
care. We publish articles as part of our ongoing
effort to align the interests of our hospital-based
internal medicine colleagues with those of the ED
provider. We also have a robust, ongoing, and pertinent CME portfolio that is EM-focused and free
of charge. There is a new "eMagazine"-format
CME program in infectious disease emergencies
and on the HQF site are several "HEMI" (HospitalEmergency Medicine Interface) discussions that
offer suggestions and pathways for improving EDto-inpatient transitions of care.
If this interests you go to:
www.hospitalqualityfoundation.org
and follow
the link to "create an account." It's completely free,
your InBox won’t get filled with junk. If there is a
broader EM membership the hope is to create more
vibrant and engaging content.
Charlie Pollack, EM, University of Pennsylvania
Dave Talan, EM, UCLA-Olive View

Calendar of Events
Mark your Calendar and Get Active in AzCEP!

Aug 5

Board Meeting-Chapter Office

Oct 21

Board Meeting-Chapter Office

Oct 26-29 ACEP2015, Boston, MA
Dec 2

Board Meeting-Chapter Office

All AzCEP members are welcome and
encouraged to attend the Board Meetings. Contact
the Chapter office at 602-336-4599 for additional
information.
Board Meetings, unless otherwise noted, are
held at 12:00 noon at our Chapter office in the
Arizona Medical Association building, 810 W.
Bethany Home Road, Phoenix, AZ 85013.
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HELP NEEDED… Sign up on Rx Monitoring Program
By Craig Norquist, MD, FACEP

As many of you know, AzCEP was one of the first organizations to come up with prescribing guidelines for opiate
and benzodiazepine medications. We did this in an attempt to get ahead of the ever-increasing problem of narcotic pain
medication overdose deaths and to avoid being legislated on how to work in our own EDs’. Fortunately, around the same
time as the guidelines were being developed, the state developed the prescription monitoring program, a tool that allows us
to see how much and when a person last filled prescriptions for controlled substances. Early on, it was a little cumbersome
obtaining login and password, as it required photocopies of drivers license and a notarized signature page, which kept many
physicians from obtaining access to this tool. After several years, the process for obtaining access has become much easier
and no longer requires notary or photocopies of anything and can be done almost entirely on-line.
This last year, the legislature entertained a bill that would require physicians to look up and document doing so on
any AHCCCS patient seen who is getting a prescription for a controlled substance. This was due in large part to the rapidly
growing number of people dying from prescription drug overdose. As you may know, within the last 5 years, death from
prescription drug overdose has surpassed all other causes of death in the United States, including auto accidents. Fortunately, this bill was tabled, allowing some time for physicians to electively start using the database. They are expecting that by
2018, 75% or more Arizona Physicians will be registered and using the database for over 50% of patients who are prescribed
a narcotic or other controlled substance. If this does not happen, then we can be assured that there will be a legislated mandate that the Controlled Substance Prescription Monitoring Program (CSPMP) be used prior to prescribing. The state has
seen an increase in prescribers signing up from 15% in 2012 to almost 35% in 2015. While I believe a majority of ED docs
make up that number, many more of us should be registered and using the database regularly. We also need to work on getting our primary care colleagues singed up and using the database.
It was recently passed that a delegate, such as a medical assistant or even scribe, could sign onto the database and
look up the patient information and controlled substance prescribing. Instructions on how to register as well as a delegate
manual is located at https://pharmacypmp.az.gov/
Regularly it is asked how much lag time exists between filling a prescription and being entered into the CSPMP.
When the process started years ago, it was common for almost 2 weeks to be needed for the prescriptions to be loaded. Currently, each pharmacy uploads data on a daily basis, so it us usually only 1 to 2 days behind at the most. The only pharmacies not included are military (DoD) and drug treatment facilities. Native American and VA pharmacies are included, as are
all compounding pharmacies.
If you have any questions concerning the CSPMP, please email the director of the program, Dean Wright,
at dwright@azpharmacy.gov or contact an AzCEP representative who can get you to the correct person.

American Academy of Emergency Nurse Practitioners Gaining
Momentum
Houston, TX — The American Academy of Emergency Nurse Practitioners (AAENP) which promotes high-quality, evidence
-based practice for the more than 12,000 nurse practitioners serving in emergency care settings has announced its increased
collaboration with the American College of Emergency Physicians (ACEP).
The organization recently provided expert consultation regarding Emergency Nurse Practitioner practice with the Georgia,
New Jersey, Texas, & Washington Chapters of the American College of Emergency Physicians. AAENP representatives are
actively collaborating with and attending ACEP State chapter board meetings to remain abreast of critical issues in emergency care delivery within their respective states impacting Emergency Nurse Practitioner (ENP) practice.
AAENP aims to establish high quality continuing education and formal academic curricula for emergency nurse practitioner
preparation. AAENP further promotes research efforts in emergency care to inform emergency care practice guidelines, and
facilitates representation of the emergency nurse practitioner within professional health organizations and academic institutions. Current initiatives are focused on expanding national educational standards for emergency nurse practitioners, supporting the practice and board certification of nurse practitioners practicing in emergency care settings, updating ENP core competencies and exploring potential partnerships with nursing and medical organizations. AAENP Board Members and State
Representatives are available to work with any ACEP chapters with interests or needs related to Nurse Practitioner practice in
the emergency department.
More information, including an overview of the Emergency Nurse Practitioners role, is available at: http://www.aaenpnatl.org.
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Support Efforts to Define and Increase Advocacy for Rural AZ EM Providers
and the Populations They Serve
With Arizona’s geographic location, the recognition of a growing disparity in access to urban and rural Emergency Care services, and the expansion of University of Arizona’s Department of Emergency Medicine, a 3rd residency program was born and developed with an explicit focus in Rural, Border, and Global Emergency Medicine. Graduating the 3rd class of EM Residents this year, the program has focused on creating programming to expand Medical
Spanish competencies as well as the clinical knowledge, skills, and cultural competency necessary for rural and global
EM practice. Under the current Residency Program Director, Dr. Lisa Stoneking, MD MPH, the program has cultivated a longitudinal 3yr medical Spanish program and required rural and global EM rotations.
As part of outreach and research efforts for the residency program, the Director of Rural and Global Health
Programs in EM & AzCEP Board Member, Bradley Dreifuss, is working with AzCEP Resident Board Member, Phillip Hoverstadt, to collaborate with the Center for Rural Health at the Mel and Enid Zuckerman College of Public
Health and AzCEP to develop and carry out an Arizona Emergency Care Staffing Survey that focuses on rural Emergency Departments. The beginning stages of this project are currently supported by a small research/project grant
from the Arizona Health Education Consortium (AHEC).
Dr. Dreifuss notes, “The idea for this survey project came from working in multiple critical access hospitals
in Utah, Wyoming, and Kentucky, where it is abundantly clear that reliance on locum tenens and moonlighting physicians to maintain a highly-trained and culturally competent EP workforce was not only an ongoing struggle and exorbitant expense for hospital administrators/staffing companies, but also probably less effective in providing optimal
clinical emergency care to the local communities. Emergency Medicine should fundamentally serve a health-systemstrengthening function, and that seemed more difficult to achieve as an EP who was not necessarily familiar/invested
in the local population and didn’t have extensive knowledge of local health care system, community resources, or local
culture. So, one solution we came up with was to describe who is staffing rural EDs, ask them about their backgrounds
and perceptions of level of support for their rural practice, and ultimately identify targets for administrative and educational interventions that may make them feel better supported in their efforts to serve the community in an optimal
way.”
The goals of the project are several, and include providing insights from rural ED clinicians, ED Directors,
and hospital administrators on how they feel they could be better supported to optimize the quality of clinical care in
the rural ED setting, as well as improve emergency medicine provider recruitment and retention. The data collected
will be utilized to suggest interventions to better prepare EM trainees for rural practice, have academic centers better
support our rural-based EP colleagues, and suggest incentives for recruitment and retention of rural/community-based
Emergency Medicine Physicians that are relevant to such providers. Collecting this data will also likely provide a
basis for proposing and advocating for expansion of loan repayment incentives for rural-based EM providers as development of additional incentive programs.
The projected timeline for this project is to have surveys distributed to Emergency Physicians working in
Arizona’s rural Critical Access Hospitals (which includes many AzCEP members ) and responses to the survey in by
early November for data analysis in November and December. We invite AzCEP members interested in facilitating
this aggressive timeline to contact, Dr. Dreifuss at bdreifuss@aemrc.arizona.edu.

Thanks to all who attended the 2015 AzCEP Summer Membership Retreat...and special
thanks to our guest speaker, ACEP President-elect, Dr. Jay Kaplan for taking time out of
his incredibly busy schedule to come speak to us in the cool pines of Prescott!
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Maricopa Medical Center
Resident’s Column

By Nicole Hodgson MD and Hannah Malashock, MD
Hello from the ‘Copa!
Our residents just got back from our annual resident retreat. This year, we brainstormed about ways to improve our program
while spending some quality time together at a gorgeous campground in Pine, Arizona. Afterwards, we risked cervical injuries
on an exciting excursion to Fossil Creek.
We do have a few changes to our program leadership, and we’d like to thank Drs. Wu and Bobrow for their enormous contributions to our program over the past years. We’re very happy that although both attendings are moving their primary work locations, we will still have the opportunity to work with them frequently on research projects, simulation courses, and during our
rotations at Banner University. We’re also pleased to announce that our ultrasound program is being left in the experienced
hands of Dr. Carl Mitchell, a tech whiz and one of our favorite attendings. He has a ton of new ideas for our ultrasound curriculum and is already creating interactive adult-learning websites and apps to enhance our skills.
We’re also excited to welcome a new face to our team. Dr. Jonathan Fisher has joined us from his previous post at Harvard. We
were able to lure his wife as well, who will be joining our anesthesiology department. Dr. Fisher will be our new director of
medical student education, and he also will be taking a key role in guiding us through our research project development. Those
of us who have had the opportunity of working shifts with him are pleased to report that he’s an amazing educator and has a
true ‘Copa sense of humor.
True to the Emergency Medicine stereotype, our residents aren’t satisfied just doing shifts. We’re out in the community trying
to make a difference. We have current residents all over the world, participating in a variety of activities ranging from a WHO
Fellowship in Geneva to working in a resource-limited environment in Palau. Others are closer to home, collaborating with
faculty to create new curriculum and participating in public health internships while tracking disease outbreaks at our county
health department. We’re excited that our new class of interns will be joining us next month. We can’t wait to see what new
interests they bring to our program!
That’s all for now – looking forward to seeing you all at future AzCEP events!

September 10-11, 2015
DoubleTree by Hilton Hotel Nashville Downtown
315 4th Avenue North, Nashville, TN 37219
-LOCATION INFORMATIONFor overnight accommodations please contact the DoubleTree directly at (615) 747-4806 and mention the MCEP Observation Medicine Conference to receive a preferred rate. Discounted room block pricing will be available until August 19,
2015 or until the group block is sold out, whichever comes first. On-line reservations will also be accepted. Please go to the
MCEP website (www.mcep.org) and click on the Observation Medicine Conference tab to view the hotel link that will take
you directly to our personalized group web page for the DoubleTree.
The DoubleTree by Hilton is conveniently located just ten miles from Nashville International Airport.
For transportation service to and from the airport, the DoubleTree recommends Wise Coaches Transportation – for further
information please contact them directly at (615) 275-1714 or www.wisecoachesofnashville.com.
The DoubleTree Hotel does offer a complimentary shuttle service which only runs within a five (5) block radius of the hotel
on a first come, first served basis.
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CAPITOL HAPPENINGS

By Richard E. Bitner, AzCEP Legislative Counsel
“Reject List” - Legislature Leaves Bad Bills on the Cutting Room Floor
The First Regular Session of the 52d Legislature concluded its business in a record 81 days on May 3 rd, sending the state budget
and a total of 344 of the 1163 bills introduced to the Governor for his signature. Governor Ducey vetoed 20 of those, leaving
324 new laws to go into effect, mostly on the general effective date for this year of July 3 rd.
Like film editors in Hollywood, the Legislature did its job and left a lot of “bad” bills on the cutting room floor. Of course every bill has at least one sponsor, and a supportive constituency somewhere, so beauty or evil is in the eye of the beholder. It
seems useful to focus on a few of these bills that many observers believe “deserved to die”, as another reminder of why AzCEP
and other healthcare organizations employ lobbyists, hold an annual ED Doc Day at the Legislature, and devote a lot of time to
scrutinizing the legislative process in Arizona. When our Founders designed the Constitution, with its three branches of government employing elaborate checks and balances to protect against the adoption of questionable legislation and abuse of power, they also envisioned an active public taking an interest in their government, not only by voting, but participating in the legislative, judicial and executive processes of government.
Last Line of Defense – the Governor’s Veto Power
Despite the elaborate nature of the legislative process, requiring public hearings in each house, multiple opportunities for
amendment, and review for “constitutionality” by Rules Committees in both houses, many “questionable” bills nevertheless
reach the Governor’s desk in Arizona every year. Several of the 20 vetoed by Governor Ducey in his first session as governor,
illustrate the possibility that maybe even more scrutiny by the legislature would be beneficial.
H2173
LEGAL TENDER; SPECIE
Legal tender in Arizona would have included the ability to pay or demand payment in gold or silver under certain
conditions and restrictions. The exchange of one form of legal tender for another would not have given rise to liability for any type of tax, and legal tender would have been declared to be money and not subject to taxation or regulation as property other than money. In his veto message, the Governor stated that he does not believe this policy is
appropriate at this time.
H2176
NONENUMERATED FEDERAL LAND; RELINQUISHMENT
The Attorney General would have been required to annually request the U.S. to relinquish all "constitutionally nonenumerated federal land" (defined) within Arizona to Arizona by December 31, 2021. Beginning January 1, 2022,
subject to legislative appropriation, the Attorney General would have been authorized to initiate proceedings against
the U.S. in state or federal court in order to force the relinquishment of all remaining constitutionally nonenumerated
federal land within Arizona to Arizona. In his veto message, the Governor stated that he shares concerns about the
amount of federal land in Arizona, which is why he signed legislation establishing a study committee on that topic,
and expressed a desire to review the committee's recommendations before making further decisions.
“Bad Bills” Died At Every Stage of the Process
Many bills died without ever receiving a hearing, others were “killed” in committee in the house of origin, while a number
passed one house only to be stranded in the opposite house. The following is an illustrative, but not exhaustive list of some of
the “bad bills” that foundered along the way this year.
S1031
AHCCCS; CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES; MONITORING
As introduced, would have required health care professionals who prescribe medications and licensed pharmacists
who are AHCCCS providers to check the database developed under the Controlled Substances Prescription Monitoring Program before prescribing or filling a prescription for a controlled substance for any AHCCCS member.
Healthcare organizations were able to convince the sponsor to abandon this bill and participate in stakeholder discussions that led to the passage of SB 1370. This bill streamlines the process for enrolling prescribers in the program,
but does not mandate every AHCCCS patient be checked before receiving a controlled substance prescription.
H2271
HOSPITAL INFO; UNLAWFUL CONCEALMENT; FALSIFICATION
Created a new Class 1 (highest) misdemeanor to conceal or falsify information that is collected for placement or contained in a hospital report or record that is related to the timing of when a patient receives care or the number of patients treated at the hospital.
S1311
PUBLIC HEALTH EMERGENCIES
Would have required the Governor to consult with the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives when issuing an enhanced surveillance advisory or a public health emergency. The list of reasons for
which the Governor could issue an advisory or public health emergency was modified to remove an illness or health
condition caused by epidemic or pandemic disease. The Department of Health Services was prohibited from imposing any mode of treatment contrary to a person’s philosophical beliefs and from removing a minor child from the care
of that child’s parent or guardian if the person or parent complies with sanitary or preventive measures and quarantine
laws or voluntarily agrees to treat the home as a quarantine and keep the child isolated in the home.
(Continued on page 10)
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S1412
HOSPITAL NURSE STAFFING REQUIREMENTS
Required each licensed hospital in Arizona to establish a hospital nurse staffing committee to develop a hospital-wide
staffing plan for nursing services furnished in the hospital. Requirements for the plan are specified, and must be implemented by July 1, 2016.
S1023
HEALTH PROFESSIONALS; SUNRISE PROCESS
Health professions would no longer be required to complete the sunrise process with the Joint Legislative Audit
Committee when proposing to increase the scope of practice of the profession.
S1291
FIREARMS; STATE PREEMPTION; PENALTIES
State preempts political subdivisions from enacting any law or rule relating to firearms. Any ordinance, regulation,
tax or rule that violated statute limiting political subdivisions regulating firearms would be invalid and subject to a
permanent injunction against the political subdivision from enforcing the ordinance, regulation, tax or rule. Sanctions
and civil actions against those involved in a violation are authorized.
H2320
FIREARMS; PERMIT HOLDERS; PUBLIC PLACES
It would not be considered misconduct involving weapons to carry a deadly weapon at a public establishment or
event if the person possesses a valid concealed weapons permit. Does not apply to public establishments or events
that have security personnel and electronic weapons screening devices and that require each person carrying a deadly
weapon to leave it in possession of the security personnel while the person is in the establishment or event. Would
not apply to the licensed premises of any public establishment or event with a liquor license, to an educational institution or community college district or state university, or to facilities operated by the Arizona State Hospital or a
special health care district.
S1330
SECOND AMENDMENT VIOLATIONS; PROHIBITED ACTIVITIES
Except as required by a court order, a state agency or political subdivision or their employees acting in an official
capacity would be prohibited from knowingly and willingly participating in any way in the enforcement of any federal act, law, order, rule or regulation issued, enacted or promulgated on or after the effective date of this legislation
regarding a personal firearm, firearm accessory or ammunition. Except as required by a court order, a state agency or
political subdivision or their employees acting in an official capacity are prohibited from using any assets or state
monies to engage in any activity that aids a federal agency or agent in the enforcement or investigation pursuant to
the enforcement of any federal act, law, order, rule or regulation issued, enacted or promulgated on or after the effective date of this legislation regarding a personal firearm, firearm accessory or ammunition.
H2058
SOVEREIGN AUTHORITY; FEDERAL RULES
Would require the Governor to approve and require the Legislature be notified of state use of personnel or financial
resources to enforce, administer or cooperate with any rule, regulation or policy directive effective after June 30,
2015 by an agency, board, commission, department or other entity of the federal government that has not been affirmed by a vote of the U.S. Congress and signed into law as prescribed by the U.S. Constitution. Allowed the prohibition to be waived on a case-by-case basis by either a vote of the Legislature while in session or by the Governor
and the President of the Senate and the Speaker of the House of Representatives while the Legislature is not in session.
Suffice it to say, this is only a partial list of bills introduced this year that many commentators would consider
“questionable” legislative endeavors. There is no reason to believe next year will provide any fewer examples of
“overreaching” in bill introductions, so it is imperative AzCEP continue its vigilance and work with other healthcare
organizations, and others, to promote positive legislation and thwart harmful law-making into the future.
We hope you will continue to build on the relationships you formed with your legislators at ED Doc Day at the Legislature 2015 and in previous meetings. Staying in touch is a key component of successful legislative advocacy.
Those desiring more information about legislative developments, state agency activities or AzCEP Public Affairs involvement than provided here may wish to check the AzCEP website for updates, consult the Arizona Legislative Information System (ALIS) at “www.azleg.gov”, or contact me or members of the Executive Team for assistance.
*********************

In case you have not heard about this yet, AHCCCS and the Ducey administration have announced they will not
impose the 5% provider cuts authorized in the state budget (see link below). A huge victory for healthcare providers serving AHCCCS patients!!
http://azcapitoltimes.com/news/2015/06/09/ahcccs-ducey-nix-planned-provider-cuts/
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News & Notes
CMS Releases Year 2 (2013 data) on its Physician
Compare Website
http://www.cms.gov/Research-Statistics-Data-and-Systems/
Statistics-Trends-and-Reports/Medicare-Provider-ChargeData/Physician-and-Other-Supplier2013.html?
_cldee=YXphY2VwQGdtYWlsLmNvbQ%3d%3d
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Registered students will receive a complimentary AMIA Affiliate membership for the 2015 year (for those who are not already AMIA members), which includes access to all 23 specialty working groups and will receive member rates for any
AMIA meeting they attend in 2015. Registrants will be eligible for a certificate of completion and may receive CME credits as well as ACEP credits. The in-person session for the
ACEP course will be held at the ACEP Scientific Assembly in
Boston, MA on October 25, 2015 (full Assembly runs October
26-29th).
View the detailed course description and register for this offering at
http://www.amia.org/education/academic-and-trainingprograms/10x10-ohsu-conjunction-acep

This year’s release separates drug costs from physician claims
– an issue last year for certain specialties that administer large
amounts of expensive drugs, e.g. oncologists. Since payments
are all predetermined fee schedule amounts, the only thing that If this virtual, e-learning course does not fit your practice or
may be of interest are variations in charges for emergency
research needs, please visit the following link to view ALL the
e-learning courses that AMIA currently has open for registradepartment E/M services.
tion: http://www.amia.org/education/10x10-courses.

AMIA 10x10 with OHSU in conjunction with ACEP

OHSU’s contribution to the AMIA virtual 10x10 program is a
detailed introductory overview course of the field of biomedical and health informatics. This online course provides a broad
understanding of the field from the vantage point of those who
implement, lead, and develop IT solutions for improving
health, healthcare, public health and biomedical research. It
provides up-to-date details on current events in the field including “meaningful use” of EHR’s, HITECH, and the ARRA
stimulus package. This offering is tailored to emergency physicians and other emergency personnel and its content is geared
to Emergency Medicine. It culminates in an optional inperson session at the 2015 Scientific Assembly of ACEP. Dr.
William Hersh is Professor and Chair of the Department of
Medical Informatics & Clinical Epidemiology in the School of
Medicine at OHSU, and he will serve as the Director of the
OHSU 10x10 offering.
Register Now! This e-learning course begins July 8th!
OHSU 10x10 OFFERING GOAL
The goal of the AMIA-OHSU 10x10 course is to provide a
detailed overview of informatics to those who will work at the
interface of healthcare and information technology. It also
aims to provide an entry point for those wishing further study
(and career development) in the field of biomedical and health
informatics.
TOPICS COVERED INCLUDE:
 Overview of the Field and Problems Motivating It
 Biomedical Computing
 Electronic & Personal Health Records
 Standards and Interoperability
 Meaningful Use of the EHR
 EHR Implementation and Evaluation
 Evidence-based Medicine
 Information Retrieval and Digital Libraries
 Imaging Informatics and Telemedicine
Translational Bioinformatics

Clinical Articles
ACEP’s Clinical Emergency Data Registry to Measure,
Report Health Care Quality, Outcomes
As part of its ongoing commitment to providing the highest
quality of emergency care, ACEP has developed the Clinical
Emergency Data Registry (CEDR).
Read More
http://www.acepnow.com/article/aceps-clinical-emergencydata-registry-to-measure-report-health-care-quality-outcomes/
Measles Outbreak Highlights the Need for Infectious Disease Containment Protocols in the Emergency Department
Emergency physicians and emergency department leaders are
challenged to develop a rational and consistent approach to
patients…
Read More
http://www.acepnow.com/measles-outbreak-highlights-needinfectious-disease-containment-protocols-emergencydepartment/
CME Article:
What Is the Best Ratio of Plasma, Platelets, and Red Blood
Cells for Massive Transfusions?
Case A 23-year-old male presents to the ED with multiple
gunshot wounds to the chest and is…
Read More
http://www.acepnow.com/article/what-is-the-best-ratio-ofplasma-platelets-and-red-blood-cells-for-massive-transfusions/
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Changed Your Address ?
If you change your business or home address
please notify the National ACEP Office or AzCEP
& the correction will be forwarded.

American College of Emergency Physicians
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Dallas, Texas 75261-9911
(800)798-1822

Arizona College of Emergency Physicians
810 W. Bethany Home Road, #110
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quality emergency medical care and serves as an advocate for our patients, our
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